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The principal purpose of Texas Technological College is to provide
adequate opportunities in higher education for its students. To be adequate
these opportunities must be sufficient in quality, both as to coverage and
depth. At present this purpose is fulfilled only in part.
Various factors must be considered in plotting the future development of this . College. Present trends indicate an enrollment of 24,000 by
1970 an increase of 140 7£: . New areas of knowledge are being perfected most rapidly. To meet this challenge, the college must develop new
programs and must revise those now in existence. The ever growing demand for advanced degrees, particularly at the doctoral level, imposes upon
the college the necessity for further strengthening and expansion of the
graduate program. The possible need for additional professional schools
such as Law, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy ·and Education is a further
consideration.
An additional service to the constituent area would be the establishment of off-campus graduate centers. Primarily these would be for graduate programs for the public school teachers, but they could be enlarged if
and when so indicate~ by conditions.
Hence the scope of the college must be a flexible one designed to
fulfill these various responsibilities as their need is anticipated. With possible modifications the present programs, degrees and professional schools
should be continued and strengthened. These include the areas of the Arts~
the Sciences, Agriculture, Business Administration, Engineering, Home Economics and Teacher Education at both the graduate and undergraduate
level.
It is also within the scope and purpose of this College not only to
provide instruction to the students but to inspire both the students and
the faculty to creative and original work through contemplation and research. A college that does not do so can not rightly be called a college.
In summary, Texas Technological College must be prepared to cope
with an ever increasing enrollment and to provide the training and instruction of greater complexity, variety and depth which these students will
demand. The College must also provide the means and facilities for the
encouragement of the professional development of its faculty, staff and
student body.
Dr. R. C. Goodwin
President
Texas Technological College
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An ex-student of Tech who received his Ph.D. from
Case Institute of Technology, Dr. John R . Bradford
('42) is the fifth Dean of Engineering since the
School's inception. He well remembers the Tech of
twenty years ago, a vastly different .one from the
present, when he received his first degree here. His
own fi eld is that of Chemical Engineering, one class
in \vhich he teaches.

Since i.t ·is with,i n the School of Engineering that some of the greatest changes have
occurred at Texas Tech within recent years, it is perhaps fitting that this issue of Tlu:
Techsan shottld be devoted primarily to bringing former Engineering students, especially~
and other ·i nterested ex-st·udents generally, up to date on these new developments . . .
. . . Wayne James, Executive Director, Ex-Students Assn.

Dean Bradford is capably aided by Assistant Dean
Robert L. Newell ('40) also an ex-student of Tech,
who received his Master's Degree from Georgia
Institute .of Technology, and who has been on the
faculty for twenty-one years. Professor Newell's
field is Mechanical Engineering, which he teaches, in
addition to performing his manifold administrative
duties.
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Men, institutions and governments all are confronted periodically with Htimes for decision,'' "moments of truth," and "cross-roads.'' Tech is no
exception. A decision as to our future cours·e must
be made. Particularly is this true of the School of
Engineering. One of the original four schools on
the Campus, Engineering has experienced nearly
forty years of growth. This exigent moment is not
the first, nor will it be the last; but it must be
confronted with candor and intrepidity.
Since the world and men are forever volatile,
to remain static in the midst of this universal surge
is to be relegated to mediocrity for a time, to oblivion eventually. For young and vigorous Tech to
gum the husks of mediocrity is unthinkable; that
can be left to institutions of toothless age and
impotence. To move ahead with those in the vanguard of our time - that is the patent destiny of
Tech; this is the company she should keep.
To assume that Russia's determined push toward domination of the world and of Outer Space
can be combatted with anything less than the most
flinty determination, the most advanced and original technology, is myopic. Tech's place is these
vital developments can be one of great efficacy,
with attendant distinction and respect. Truth need
not terrorize - it need only inspire. So let us
confront the truth. It is illusory to assume that
the development of an iota less than our greatest
capabilities will suffice in this struggle for supremacy. Indeed, it is not merely illusory - it is suicidal.
To set our steps upon the right way, certain
constructive modifications have already been put
under way. Effective in September of 1962, all
Engineering students, regardless of choice of major,
will enroll in the "Core Curriculum," a program
engaging them for their initial two years. Upon
the successful completion of these first two years,
the student will proceed to his choice of major and
will receive, in the individual Engineering fields,
the high degree of specialization so necessary to
the complex technology of today. The primary advantage of the "Core Curriculum'' will be that of
allowing all Engineering students a two-year period
in which to discover their special fields of interest.
The secondary advantage is that it will allow, during the junior and senior years, the various departments to concentrate their course offerings, and
thus to perform more effective specialization. It is
within the junior and senior year specialization
that our need for many new courses has arisen.
This need will continue for a number of years , if,
indeed, it ever ceases.
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Initiation of the "Core Curriculum'' ensures the
emergence of an entirely new concept of mathematical study for presentation to the entering freshman. No longer will he pursue the basic subjects
of algebra and trigonometry in college for the Engineering Degree; instead, he will at once embark
upon analytics and calculus. This move on the part
of Tech is being coordinated with all of the state
supported institutions of higher education in both
this state and that of Oklahoma. The prior requirement of algeba and trigonometry thus will apply to
all freshmen entering the Schools of Engineering
at The University of Texas, Texas A. and M., Arlington State College, Lamar Tech, or Texas Tech.
For those students unable to meet this qualification, it will be necessary to take algebra and trigonometry in college, this addition to their total degree requirements resulting, conceivably, in a
lengthened academic program.
The "Core Curriculum'' is so arranged as to
provide a substantial foundation of chemistry, physics, mathematics, thermodynamics, English, engineering graphics, network theory and circuits, engineering properties of rna terials, and the engineering mechanics of fluids and solids; therefore, the
student completing the "Core Curriculum" will be
thoroughly prepared to enter the specialization aspect of his chosen field.
The reorientation of each curriculwn in the
School of Engineering to mesh with the "Core
Curricul urn'' and to concentrate specialization in
the junior and senior years, has resulted in the need
for changes · in content of some courses; the deletion of certain others; and the erea tion of new ones.
In affecting this evolution, practically every department has been able to re-focus its own objectives, as well as the content of each course offering. The result of this examination has been a considerable tightening of subject material, with much
that was extraneous being jettisoned. In addition,
a complete realignment of "fields" of study has
occurred in most of the departments of the School
of Engineering.
In toto, these analyses have produced a new
Engineering philosophy, and have created, interestingly enough, a high degree of enthusiasm, on the
part of the faculty, for moving into the new areas
of technology.
The results of the changes will be far reaching.
At least three years will be required for the School
to move completely into the new curriculum, and,
undoubtedly, many minor adjustments will have to
be made during this transition, to ensure maximum

attainment of the ~bjectives of the curric~lum ~tudy.
One thing is certain: the School of Engineering at
Texas Tech will d~finit~ly move ~to _the forefront
of the field of · engineermg education In the Southwest. N 0 longer will being "one of the gang" suffice.
We shall be in· the educational vanguard, and we
will dispel the mediocrity with which our future
is threatened.
The first effect of this new program may be a
slight drop in Engineering enrollment. The second,
and more important, will be not only a recovery of
our enrollment figures, but the attraction of top
level students. Tertiary benefits of no mean significance will be a resurgence of vitality within our
staff, and greatly increased prestige for the School,
with a considerably enlivened interest on the part
of the public, and on that of gifted students now
leaving the state for schools al·ready manifesting
this progressive character.

paralleling that manifested during the first half of
th~ 1950's, with enrollment of approximately 100,000
estimated for 1970. Assuming that Texas Tech
shares this trend, we shall be enrolling approximately 1,250 freshmen engineering students in the
early 1970's. If our rate of growth is the same as
in the early 1950's, however, which seems highly
probable, our figure will move upward to near that
of 1,500. The general interest in the applied sciences
will continue to boost freshman enrollment in chemistry, physics, and mathematics. It is believed, however, that during the last half of this decade, a
--
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It is interesting to note that in 1953 Texas
Tech garnered ·above one per cent of the total
freshman enrollment in ECPD approved institutions
ih the country, and we have· consistently remained
above the one per cent level since that time. This
year, while the nationwide figure on freshman enrollment in engineering once again have dropped, as
they have done for the last four years, engineering
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general leveling of this growth pattern will occur,.
and will be explicable by a general saturation of the
field of pure, or fundamental scientific research.
Emphasis upon the application of new scientific discoveries will continue at an -ever increasing rate,.
bringing about an intensified research for men educated in the applied sciences, and .particularly for
those with backgrounds in engineering research.

schools in the Mid-South and Far-West have experienced an increased freshman enrollment, the
Southwest has almost maintained last year's figure,
and Texas Tech, encouragingly enough, has increased its enrollment by several per cent.
But what are the trends in el)gineering education which will materially affect our operation, and
our position among the institutions of higher learning; and what does the next decade hold in store
for us here at Texas Tech? We immediately recognize the trend of population movement to the
Southwest and West and the subsequent increase
which college enroliment will reflect. This was
evinced this year. Already a general reawakening
o~ interests in engineering education on the part of
high school graduates is occurring. We see this,
also, in the increased freshman enrollment figures
t~is year for the School of Engineering. The nationWide general forecast figures on freshman enrollment indicate a general pattern of increase closely

Another facet of this educational complex is
the meteoric rise of the technical institute into
what once was solely the realm of engineering. The
pressures being exerted in the di-rection of a more
theoretical approach in engineering education have
already brought about technical institutes functioning at levels well above those occupied by Schools
of Engineering twenty years ago.
The recent support to the Engineering Technician Program by the Federal Government under the
National Defense Education Act will stimulate the
growth of the technical institute type of education
further. As a consequence, it will no longer be
necessary to train engineers fo~ the t:chnically
skilled jobs in their field, or to Include In an engineer's education courses in the arts of engineering,.
or the development of certain technical skills. Already we have seen a decline in the im~rt~nce of
Engineering Drawing and shop wo~k. A simil~r d?cline is occurring in routine machine operation In
Mechanical Engineering; in surveying in Civil Engineering; in time and motion studies ~n Ind':lstri~l
Engineering; and in comparably routine skills tn
all other branches of engineering.
While we do not believe that there will be any
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We have not only to prepare for the needs of
the engineering world as it now is, but, taking into
account the velocity at which events are moving for
the needs of the engineering world as it will be
forty years hence. This is neither academic or illusionary, but a hard and irrefutable fact, for the
engineers who will be practicing in the twenty-first
century are in school today.

What do we need to do, then? What must we
do to assure that we do not regress? Already we
have started the gradual upgrading of the total
course content by the initiation of the ucore Curriculum." Next, we must continue, actively, to seek
new, young talent; men of vision-men of research.
Further, we must increase and strengthen materially our graduate program on the Master's level;
and then, we must begin immediately to lay the
foundation for a new and unique interdisciplinary
doctoral program in engineering.
. . . electronic display from the a1wlog computer

change in the length of time required for the acquisition of the Baccalaureate Degree, we do believe that men who are planning to work in Engineering Design, research, or development, need a
minimum education of five years, culminating in the
Master's Degree or Doctorate.
The rapidity of technological developments has
greatly enhanced the value of engineering and science Ph.D.'s. The number of prospective Ph.D.'s
studying in the field of engineering, however, is
woefully small. The general need for more is selfevident. Here at Texas Tech, it is critical. In 1951,
with a staff of 58, we had only five Ph.D.'s~ Today,
we are fortunate in having, with a staff of 80, 10
Ph.D.'s, a figure which, in regard to percentage,
does not represent an impressive increase. If we
are to develop an outstanding staff in the Engineering School, and if we are to maintain pace with
enrollment figures, we must double our staff during the next ten years.
We have all come a long way, for this century
has evinced a rate of economic, scientific, and engineering progress almost certainly unequaled by
any like perioq in human history. Yet, suddenly,
with the development of space programs, the magnitude of which the imagination only haltingly com- .
prebends, we find ourselves once again in almost
precisely the same position, speaking comparatively,
as at the beginning of the century.
To put it yet another way, might not our present complex traffic problems, for instance, have
been averted, to a considerable extent, had a longer
r~nge view b.een adopted 40 years ago? Certainly,
since the engineers who we shall be graduating now
will be those who will have achieved posts of influence by the year 2,000, the responsibility for
pr~paring them for the burgeoning requirements of
their time is clear.
While it is true that the equipment with which
we teach these engineers will, undoubtedly become
outmoded during the next 40 years nevertheless
the principles involved will remain the same· and
it is the inculcation of principles with which ~e are
most concerned.
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Certainly it will not detract from the achievements of the scientists,· or those of the astronauts,
to examine the fact that it was the engineers who
design~d their vehicles, and were in a position to
predict that would be happening to them during
every second of their flights; that without the
achievements of the engineers, there could have
been no spectacular adventure into space. While the
scientific principles which govern space flight are
few and simple, the engineering applications of
those principles in achieving successful flight are
almost incredibly complex. As just one example:
how is it possible to design a thing that will tell
a. man in a tumbling space vehicle exactly where
he is at any instant of time? The ability to design
an inertial guidance system, a space pl atform, or
an entire complex space vehicle, and to predict the
performance. of these devices before they leave the
surface of the earth is one of the many highly
technical aspects of the conquest of space. The impressive capability for such design and prediction
is among. the many unique talents which characterize the engineer.
Never has our world been in so precarious a
position. Never have the stakes been so awesomely
high. Yet we can take heart from the fact, if we
will but allow it to inspire us to action , that we
have the techniques for research training; we have
the equipment for a considerable amount of re·
search. Let us utilize these factors in filling the
vital needs of industry; the desperate needs of survival; the tragic needs of the under-developed nations of the world. The engineer could ask for no
gr.eater pinnacle of professional achieven1ent.

The Bear Our Banners or class notes section was eliminated in this issue due to the
special feature on Engineering. All Exes are
encouraged to send information about new
iobs, promotions, and marriages for use in the
. next issue. All 1962 graduates are enco uraged
to send their correct . mailing address to the
Ex-Students Association Office, Texas. Tech
College, Lubbock, Texas.

Architecture
and Allied Arts

The primary objective of courses
offered in the Department of Architecture and Allied Arts is the
creative development of the student as an individual through the
enlargement of his capacities for
principled and disciplined thought.
The Department of Architecture
and Allied Arts in a member of
the Association of the Collegiate
Schools of Architecture and is affiliated with the National Institute
for Architectural Education, the
American Federation of Art, and
the College Art Association. The
five-year curricula in Architecture
have been accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting
Board. Student organizations include Student Chapter- American
Institute of Architects and Tau
Sigma Delta, national honor society in Architecture and Allied
Arts.
The Baccalaureate Degree may
be obtained through either the Design or the Construction option. In
the Design curriculum, emphasis is
placed upon general requirements

ATTENTION
ENGINEERS
This ·magazine is ordinarily
mailed only to current contributors of the Texas Tech
Loyalty Fund . However, this
specia I issue is being sent to
all Engineering graduates
with the compliments of the
Ex-Students Association. We
hope you enjoy this issue and
will want to send your gift
to the Texas Tech Loyalty
Fund so that you may receive
succeeding issues.

EX-STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
TEXAS TECH COLLEGE
LUBBOCK, TEXAS

which are fundamental to a comprehensive understanding of the
many aspects of the profession, and
the role of the architect as a coordinator is stressed; in the Construction curriculum considerable
attention is given to design, but
emphasis rests upon the . building
aspects of the profession.
Insofar as is possible, the design
work in the Department is taught
by the program-competition method, in which the students compete
with each other in the solving of a
wide variety of theoretical and
practical problems. Individual development is encouraged by advice
and criticism on a faculty-to-student personal conference level.
A comprehensive collection of
books, photographs, prints, projection slides, and art objects is avail,.
able within the Department for research in the allied art fields.
A four-year curriculum leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Advertising Art and Design is offered
for students interested, predominantly, in the fields of art, illustration, advertising layout, product
design and packaging. This program has produced several prize
winners in national competitions in
recent years, and has added
breadth to the total aesthetic
training of all architecture majors.
Close liaison with the profession
of architecture is maintained by
the practice of inviting critics and
lecturers to the Campus. During
the past several years great advant age has been gained by the appointment of visiting foreign faculty member s to temporary status
on our own faculty. These have
· included representatives from Australia and Canada.
The curricula have been revised
in the past two years, to premit
a broader base of general educational subjects, in line with the
current national trend in Architectural Education.
Growth of the Department has
followed a steady pattern from its

Mr. Nolan E. Barrick, Head of
the Department of Agriculture
and Allied Arts, functions not
only in this demanding capacity 7
but as Supervising Architect
for the College, to which office
he was appointed in 1953. A
Registered Architect in Texas,
Mr. Barrick received his B.A .,
B.S. in Architecture, and M .A.
all at Rice University. His
teaching experience was gained
at Iowa State College and The
University of Texas, and also
prior to coming to Texas Tech,
he practiced as a partner in an
architectural firm in A U8tin.
Mr. Barrick numbers among
his capable staff members Professors W. L. Bradshaw, F. A.
Kleinschmidt, Robert I. Lockard and Edmond MacCollin;
Associate Professors Richard
Duran, Edna Houghton and
Elizabeth Sasser_; A s s i s t a n t
Professors Carl John Childers,
John J. Dean..sJ John H . Kohn,
Eugenia Marse) Roderick Parkinson and Richard Tracy; Instructors Kenneth S. Ballew,
Paul D . Hanna, James D. Howze, Frances MacOollin and Jack
F. Roberts.

inception, outgrowing facilities almost as rapidly as they could be
provided. In December, 1960, the
new Architecture-Computer Building was completed, and the total
activities of the Department were
housed as a single unit for the first
time in many years. The fall semester of 1961 provided a total enrollment of . 497 majors, the third
largest in the United States.
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CIIemical Engineering

Chemical Engineering is that
branch of engineering concerned
with the manufacturing processes
in which physical and chemical
changes are involved. The college
training which a student receives
is directed toward preparing him
for beginning professional work
immediately after graduation.
Chemical engineers function in
such occupations as research and

... . Model of Nuclear Reactor
and Chemical Engineering
Building. The completed Chemical Engineering portion is rww
occupied by the Department,
and the Reactor Bay and Nuciear Laboratories will be
erected following receipt of a
grant for the construction of
the reactor.
The Department is headed by
Dr. John R. Bradford, who is
also Dean of the School of Engineering. Staff includes Professor A. G. Oberg~· Associate
Professor Jules Renard; Assistant Professor H. R. Heichelheim~· and Instructor Gene Outler.
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development, production, design,
technical service, testing and process control, teaching, sales, technical writing, management, etc.,
and work in such industries as
those dealing with petroleum, cement, plastic, metal production,
food products, and nuclear energy.
Some of the interesting aspects
of work in the above categories,
for example that in .process control
and instrumentation, are the facts
that elaborate ·instrumentation is
needed in some processes to ensure maintenance of product quality, and to permit safe operation
of equipment; and that at times
the engineer must devise new instruments to accomplish a piece of
work. He will find scope, also, in
the frequent demand that he find
uses for waste materials.
Particularly is this ability to
create ingenious equipment called
upon in the field of nucleonics,
where the new problems which radioactive materials post must be
dealt with. Again, the chemical
engineer works closely with the
metallurgical and mining engineers
in some industries, and uses tech-

niques of both mechanical and
e~ectric~ engineers in designing
his equipment and laying out a
complete plant. On the one hand
he must be familiar with the lab~
oratory procedures of the chemist; on the other, be able to talk
of plant size operations, and in
the language of the plant operator.
Being one of the newest of the
major branches of professional engineering, Chemical Engineering
possesses a tremendous potential
for growth. It is likely that more
basic research has been carried on
in this field than in any of the
others. Many firms employing
chemical engineers make products
which were unknown, or even undreamed of 25 years ago. While
the vast majority of chemical engineers work for the manufacturing industries, they find employment in all areas of technical activity: mining, construction, utilities, and the various levels of federal and local government.
The undergraduate curriculum in
Chemical Engineering follows the
same .pattern as that found in
most of the engineering schools of
the nation. The first two years include the fundamentals which are
basic to all types of engineering.
The last two years emphasize unit
operations, unit processes, thermodynamics, and instrumentation,
and their application to the industrial complex.
The Department is now housed
in\ a new building specifically designed to accommodate the specialized laboratories for unit operations, unit processes, .process control, instrumentation, fu_els and
combustion, nuclear processes and
research. The equipment is of pilot
plant size, but sufficiently large to
obtain results comparable to those
accomplished in industry.

Civil Engineering
~·. It

is because of the fact that
Civil Engineering .focuses upon the
.construction industry that it con.tfriues to offer perhaps the greatest stability to be found in any of
the engineering branches, flourishing not only at times of great expenditures for national defense,
but during periods when a greater
. proportion- of national resources
be employed in peaceful de-

can

·Slgns.

; .~ ..This

element of dependability is
.·manifested not only in the nature
of the profession, but in its .very
~is.e and development, for while
the movement of men and materials involved in the construction of
f.Oads, bridges, harbors and dqcks
.\Vas originally a military and naval
. enterprise, the steady increase in
. t}le adaptation of the principles in·yolved to civil projects gave rise
to; the·· foundation pursuit of Civil
.~gineering and from this all
·other branches ·of engineering
evolved. ·
.>- -·.•

· . . . a study of fluid dynamics

Today, Civil Engineering has
many diversifications. We find the
preponderance of the profession
engaged in Hydraulic Engineering
(the planning for the construction
and operation of structures for the
control and utilization of natural
waters); Sanitary Engineering
(the planning for the construction
and operation of water supply and
waste disposal systems) ; Structural Engineering (the design and
construction of bridges, buildings,
foundations and other structures) ;·
· and Transportation Engineering
(the planning, construction and
maintenance of highways, roads
and streets and other pavements,
such as airfields) .
Civil Engineering offers the
breadth of education so conducive
to the truly well rounded member
of society, all students receiving
training in the basic principles of
mathematics and science; in the

Dr. Keith R. Marmion, Acting
Head of the Department of Civil Engineering, received his B.S.
in C.E. at the University of
Denver; his M.S. in C.E. at the
University of Colorado, and his
Ph.D. at the University of California at Berkley. His experience covers a .stint with the
Corps of Engineers, and four
years with a firm of consulting
engineers. He is a veteran of
the Navy. Dr. Marmion came
to Texas Tech in 1955. Two
years were exscinded from thi$
seven-year tenure for the acquisition of his Ph.D. His particular field of interest is that'
of hydrology, specifically the
artificial recharging of groundwater reservoirs.
Dr. Marmion's staff includes
such eminently capable gen~tle
men as Professor C. G. Decker
and Dr. G. A. Whetstone; Associate Professors Cliff Keho
and Albert J. Sanger~· Assistant
Professors Weldon W. Aldridge,
John D. Bristor, Stanley D.
Foreman, Ernst W. Kiesling,
E. Walter LeFevre and C. M.
Parrish.

humanities; and in ·e ngineering science, as well as in the Civil Engineering subjects.
Advances in knowledge having
created tremendous demands for
technical information concerning
such specialties as soil mechanics,
hydrology, sanitation, stress analysis and structural design, it has
become important for the Civil
Engineers to pursue their studies
beyond the Baccalaureate Degree.
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Electrical Engineering
To the usual functions of the dependent research investigation,
Department of Electrical Engi- in order to complete requirements.
neering, instruction in the genera- Completed reports and theses
tion and distribution of electrical which are accepted by the Departpower to home and industry; in ment and the Graduate School
communications systems such as are bound and placed in the Coltelephone, telegraph, radio and lege Library for reference.
Implementation of the graduate
television; in myriad instruments
and devices used to measure and program requires specialized labcontrol industrial processes and to oratory facilities. The Data Proadd convenience to daily activity, cessing Center provides a commust now be added that in there- puter facility to which the graduquirements of the Space Age: ate student has access for both
Space vehicles, missile systems, tutorial and research work .. In adglobal and space communication dition the Department has a ComPresent Head of the Departputer
Control
Systems
.Laboratory
systems. Because it .provides the
ment, and· still another alumnerve systems for such develop- in which studies of the· application
nus of Tech} Dr. H arold .A..
of.
analog.
and
digital
systems
to
ments, electronics will be at the
Spuhler received his M.S. in
control
processes
are
caiTi'ed
out.
very center of such activity. The
lectrical Engineering frorrn Masramifications of the field are so A CRC-102-A digital computer is
sachusetts Institute of Technolfor
studies
in
this
area.
available
great, indeed, that the limited
ogy~· his Ph.D. from the UnviFuture
expansion
will
include
stutime-span of an undergraduate edv ersity of Illinois. B ot h his
ucation precludes the possibility of dies of the hybrid analog-digital
teaching and industrial experitechniques
which
hold
so
much
specialization at that level, and it
ence are wide, and he has enpromise
for
application
to
process
must now take place either at the·
gaged in consulting, as w ell. I n
graduate level, or during the first · control. Other areas now being deaddition to his administrative
veloped
include
a
Systems
Engiyears of employment in·industry.
duties he serves on various comneering
Laboratory,
a
~icrowave
In adjustment to these complexmittees and has a number of
ities, a complete reorientation of Systems Laboratory, and an Elecpublications to his credit.
tron
Devices
Laboratory.
It
is
exthe curriculum has been effected,
Dr. Spuhler is rrws.t capably asproviding a broad but thorough pected that these developments
sisted by P r ofessors Billy H.
foundation in engineering science. will provide the research facilities
Easter, Charles E. H ouston,
Much of this material is now re- necessary for the initiation of a
W. E. Phillips, RusrSel l H. Seaquired as part of the new "Core doctoral program ·in Engineering.
cat, and Tom B. Stenis; and I nThe current research prog·r am in
Curriculum," which must be taken
structors Tommy R. Burkes
by all engineering students, re- the Department includes a project
and I. C. Lankford.
gardless of major, and perform- on "Investigations in Solid-state
ance in which will permit a much ·Electronics'' which has resulted. in
better evaluation of the student's six theses to date. Under investichances of success in the field of gation are the reverse · current current commitments are fulfilled,
the Department will have fo~r
Electrical Engineering. The new characteristics of P-I-N junctions,
arrangement will not only permit avalanche triggering, tunnel diode members with the doctorate this
him more time to determine the switching circuits, and parametric next fall; eight by the fall of 1964.
area of specialization in which he amplification. Additional work is With this staff potential, we should
will function most effectively, but underway in active network syn- be able to handle the expected exan opportunity to broaden his ed- thesis, microwave filters and an- pansion in graduate enrollments,
uca tiona! scope by the inclusion tenna model theory. Negotiations and both graduate and undergradof those socio-humanistic courses are in progress to set up a project uate programs will benefit.
The future holds much in store
so vital to the balance and intel- for the purpose of studying ionolectual strength of the individual spheric propagation phenomena. If for both Tech and the Depart..
as a member of our destructively these are successful, the Depart- ment. The new program will percomplex society. .
ment will obtain ·an. ionospheric mit a more careful selection of
For those students qualified to · sounder as part of the equipment students and will thus produce a
continue their education at the necessary to carry out this work. graduate better ·qualified to ~nter
graduate level, a program which
Two former staff members now· his professional career . Higher
leads to the Master of Science De- working on their doctorates ex- ql)ality in students and grea~er
gree in Electrical Engineering is pect to return ·when their work is · staff capability in · both teaching
available. The Department strong- completed. Two . of the present and research will enable the De- .
ly emphasizes that an advanced staff will leave this next fall to partment to meet its growing ?b·
degree is a research degree. Every start their doctoral programs and ligation to our rapidly expanding
student must demonstrate the abil- have indicated that they plan to · · economy, and to conternplate the
ity to conduct and report an in- return when they are finished. If future with equanimity.
8- Tne Texas Techsan

Engineering · Physics
The Department of Physics,
which offers B.S. and M.S. degrees
in Physics in the School of Arts
and Sciences, offers the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Engineering, as well. The latter program
is included in the offerings of the
Engineering School.
Since the program is a relatively
new one, it might be well to elucidate its primary purpose, which is
the preparation of students for
positions which require an understanding of basic physical principies which is both broad and
thorough, and familiarity with the
methods and techniques involved
in the application of these principles to engineering problems. It
is one, therefore, which includes
work in intermediate and advanced
physics, coupled with a firm
grounding in mathematics and fun-

damental engineering problems.
Enrollment shows a steady increase.· In the fall of 1961 there
were 69 majors in the program, 31
of whom were freshmen. Of the
graduates to date, -approximately
60% have taken jobs in industry.
The remaining_40% have continued
on into graduate work, some in
physics, some in engineering. Our
first graduate, Leonard Hale, is
now working toward a Ph.D. Degree in Mechanical Engineering.
Of the June, 1962, graduates two
will do graduate work in physics,
one in Mechanical Engineering,
and one in Electrical Engineering.
A new addition to the Science
Building has approximately doubled the Department's research
space, as well as.increased laboratory and office space.
The Department of Physics is

. . . atomic dimensions with the electron microscope

Dr. H. 0. Thomas, who heads
the Department of Engineering
Phy.8ics, has been a member of
the Texa8 Tech faculty for four
years. He received his Baccalaureate Degree at Western
Kentucky State College, and
his Master's and Ph.D. a;t Vanderbilt University. He has functioned as research scientist at
Oak Ridge.; has a number _of
publication.~ to his credit; and
is a member of several scientific and professional societies.
Dr. Thomas is ably assisted by
Professors J. W. Day, W. W.
Merryman and 0. 0. Schmidt;
Associate Professors Richard
E. Berry, 0. G. Gardner, Preston F. Gott, and B. J. Sandlin;
Assistant Professor G len A.
Mann · and Instructor Donald
Hardcastle.
J

strengthening its faculty and e~
panding its graduate work. It IS
presently submitting a proposal to
the Commission on Higher Education for the initiation of a Ph.D.
program in Physics. The current
research efforts of the Departm·e nt are in the areas of atomic
and molecular structure, low ener.:.
gy nuclear physics, low temperature and solid state physics, theoretical physics and atmospheric
optics.
_
With the increasing emphasis on
basic science in engineering education, it appears that Engineering
Physics will continue to attract
serious students. On the basis of
past growth, it seems reasonable
to expect 150 majors within the
next five years.
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Industrial Engineering
and Engineering Graphics
Industrial Engineering may be
defined as the application of engineering methods and the principles of scientific analysis to work
and work systems. It is based upon the early works on scientific
management by Frederick W. Taylor, and those on motion study
and methods analysis by Lillian M.
and Frank B. Gilbreth. It emerged
as a profession during the early
1900's, and has advanced rapidly
since World War II.
To quote the American Institute
of Industrial Engineers:
ulndustrial Engineering is concerned with the design, improvement, and installation of · integrated systems of men, materials,
and equipment. It draws upon
specialized knowledge and skill in
the mathematical, .p hysical and social sciences, as well as the principles and methods of engineering
analysis and design, to specify,
predict and evaluate the results to
be obtained from such systems.''
The typical Industrial Engineer
is often employed in an advisory
capacity, usually on the management staff of an organization. His
duties include such things as the
design of systems for obtaining
maximum utilization and control
of the resources of the organization; the determination of cost,
quantity, and quality standards for
the performance of specific jobs
while maintaining a rigid control
of quality; the determination of
the layout for physical facilities;
and the establishment and administration of such programs as job
evaluation, wage incentive, training, safety, and suggestion systems. He must understand both
employee and operating problems,
for he is in contact with · supervision and labor in regard to improvements which will benefit both
groups.
Since the Department's inception, both the enrollment and facilities have grown considerably. In
1955 there were 56 undergraduate
students registered in the program; in 1961 there were 171 un-
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dergraduate and 10 graduate. This
is an increase of 229%, as compared with an increase of about
110% for the entire Engineering
School during the same period. In
1959 remodeled quarters in the old
Textile Engineering Building were
acquired, an increase of almost
five times the amount of space
formerly occupied. Now included
are work measurement, machine,
computational, plant layout and
production tooling, research, and
photography laboratories and a
seminar room.
Many special programs sponsored by the American Institute
of Industrial Engineers and Alpha
Pi Mu, the national honor society,
as well as organized departmental
seminars, are used to supplement
course · instruction. The Student
Chapter of AilE participates in
the Science and Engineering Show
each year, and has won first place
each of the past four years. It also
sponsors an annual inspection trip

each year for visits to industrial
plants. Several noted professionals
have been brought to the Campus
by the Department in the past few
years. Among these have been Dr.
Alex Rathe, President of the
Amrican Institute of Industrial
Engineers, and previously mentioned Dr. Lillian M. Gilbreth,. authoress, and one of the most noted
of Industrial Engineers.
In September, 1961, a graduate
program leading to the Master of
Science Degree was initiated. Advanced study is offered· in work
analysis, work management, production analysis, control systems
and systems analysis. A graduate
research program is gaining impetus rapidly. Considerable research is being carried ·on by the
departmental staff.
The total Industrial Engineering
program is growing at a relatively
rapid rate. The Department strives
to keep pace with this growth, and
is continually developing and implementing new plans which will
strengthen its general instructional and research programs.
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
PROGRAM

Engineering Graphics is a service department for all branches of
engineering. The Department of
Engineering Drawing was established in 1927 and remaip.ed separate until Industrial Engineering
was established in 1934, when the
two were combined.

-in the control room

• • •

In keeping with the trends in
engineering, many changes in
course content have been made
through the years, and, effective
in September, 1962, a change in
name from Engineering Drawing
to Engineering Graphics is being
made in order to describe more
accurately the courses as taught
today.
In the fall of 1959, Engineering
Drawing was moved to remodeled
and enlarged facilities on the second floor of the Textile Engineering Building. Simultaneously, preparation for the installation of a
closed-circuit television ( CCTV)
system for teaching ~ngineering
Drawing courses was begun, and
teaching by this means began with
the spring semester of 1960. At
present, Texas Tech is the only
college or university in the Southwest using CCTV for teaching Engineering Graphics.
The advent of television occasioned new problems pertaining to
methods of approach to, and presentation of, subject matter. The
teaching staff has met this challenge by searching out new methods of teaching, and by investiga ting methods in both simulated
lectures and classroom presentations. As a result of these efforts
TV has proved to be an outstand~
ing success in the teaching of
Graphics - perhaps one of the
most useful media in present-day
education. It has proved so effective, in fact, that considerable expansion of its use in not only the

D·ep~rtment

.of Industrial Engineering, but In other fields of instruction at Texas Tech, is anticipated.
The new approach in engineering at Tech has made it mandatory
that the Engineering Graphics
courses cover additional subject
matter. This problem is being met
by the addition of drafting rnachines which will be available to
students for approximately 50 per
cent of the course time, and the
condensation of some phases of
the Graphics rna terial to permit
additions to the courses in areas
of graphical analysis, network
charts, nomography, etc. These
changes can be greatly facilitated
by efficient presentation of the
subject matter via the closed-circuit television system.
The success of television instruction, and plans for graphics courses
here at Tech have received considerable attention from other educational institutions. On many
occasions the Engineering staff
has presented summaries of the
operation of CCTV at Texas Tech
such offerings including reports to'
the Southwest Section of ASEE
the Graphics Section of the Texas'
Junior College Teachers' Association, and the Engineering Graphics
School which preceded the national meeting of the ASEE at the Air
Force Academy.
As technology moves into fields
of greater complexity, the subject
matter of courses must expand

Dr. Richard A. Dudek) Head of
the Departrnent of Indust·l'ial
Engineering and Engineering
Drawing) took his deg rees at
the Univ ersity of N ebraska
und the State Univer sity of
Iowa. Into the contpar a ti. Pely
short period of years si nee
that time) ebullient and energetic Dr. Dudek has ?nanaged to pack an astonishi.n g diversity of industrial) teachi.ng
and consulting ex perience _
; has
made an impressive nurnber of
contributions to Industrial Engineering and othe1· journals;
and is an active member of
many ,scientific and professional societies.
His able staff is comprized of
Professor C. C. P er1·yman) Associate Professors W. Loyd
Jenkins_, Lee C. L'indenrneierJ
H. J. Mackenzie) Assistant Professors Mohamed M. Ayoub) L.
M. Graham) Jr.) B ·i lly K. Power
and Morris H. Schneider and
Technician Richard E. Carmon.
The entire faculty is very active
in professional activities. All
are members and some are executives) of the American Institute of Industrial EngineeTs,
and all senior staff members
are licensed professional engi·neers.

concurrently, in order to keep up.
Methods of presentation, and the
equipment for it, must continually
improve. Television is one of the
innovations in this field which the
Department is utilizing in meet . .
ing the demands for graphics instruction.
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Mechanical Engineering
The field of Mechanical Engineering has grown tremendously
more demanding, in that its practitioners must not only be thoroughly capable in their own
branches of engineering, but must
have a background knowledge of
other aspects of the profession as
well as of science, mathematics,
and management, in order to collaborate effectively in the solution
of problems impinging upon all of
these fields.
The Department now has at its
disposal a new laboratory building
encompassing 25 000 square feet of
floor space, in which both undergraduate and graduate experimental work is pursued.
At the major level, increased
emphasis is being accorded to the
relationship of the fundamentals
of dynamics to the concepts of dynamic systems and their control.
Work dealing with rigid body motion in space, and studies in nonlinear dynamics at both the graduate and undergraduate levels is
offered. To broaden the scope of
these studies, course work in the
use of analog and digital computers is included.
Amon,g new course developments
is that of the systems concept
through the ideas of process dynamics, undergraduate physical
metallurgy, and materials science
studies.. The concepts of analog
1

.. .

. photoelastic

simulation of thermal machines in
heat power courses, and experimental techniques in stress analysis and synthesis evaluation of
machine elements are introduced
concurrently with dynamic systems and physical metallurgy.
The continuing emphasis upon
research within the Department
has produced the following projects: those dealing with the response to sudden impulses of tubular structures; the simulation of·
missile configurations; vibrationa!
response of rigid frame structures
subject to blast effects; evaluation
of unique vibration isolation
mounts; advanced techniques in
analog simulation; a study of optical techniques in measuring temperature gradients within boundary layers; and the study of transport ·c oefficients of gases at high
temperatures and pressures.
Mechanical Engineering enjoys
the distinction of being one of the
largest departments graduating
engineers at Texas Tech. About
twenty-five per cent of these continue into graduate study, and
about five per cent of all graduates have achieved the doctorate.
Two former staff t:nembers have
received National Science Foundation Fellowships for the continuation of work toward the doctorate.
Recognizing the needs of Mechanical Engineering and Texas Tech,

analysis of st1--ess concentrations

Professor Louis John Powe1~s,
Head of the Department, has a
background of several yea1"t.s of
industrial experience 'With vaTious oil companies, in addttion
to which he has been engaged
in the design and development
of oil field drilling and production equipment, and has done
missile vibration analysis and
cooling system desig~s. He has
been teaching at Texas Tech
since 1942, and during the summer of 1955 was Acting Dean
of Engineering.

Professor Powers' teaching staff
is comprfsed of Projes..sors R.
L. Newell, who is also Assistant
Dean of Engineering; and Rob-

ert L. Mason, who is also Supervising Engineer for T ex a s
Tech~· Associate Professors
Donald J. Helmers and Robert
E. Martin; Assistant Protesso1..s
Monty E. Dav enport, James H.
Lawrence and Levern A. Reis;
and Instructors Carlos W.
Coon, and Porter L. Davis.

as well as those of the nation, the
Department is .placing greater and
greater emphasis upon graduate
study and associated research. This
emphasis reaches well into the undegraduate curriculum, for it is
during the early coll~ge years that
research interest and orientation
is stimulated. No longer can mechanical engineers look upon the
baccalaureate as a terminal degree. The development of the field
has negated this concept of years
past, and the ·next decade will witness the evolution of a strong
graduate program.
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PetrOleum Engineering

Now in its· fourteenth year of
existence at Texas Tech, the ·Department of Petroleum Engineering was established with the cooperation of industry leaders for
the purpose of supplying engineer.ing talent to the oil business. As
of June, 19()1, 620 Bachelor of
Science Degrees in Petroleum Engineering h~d· been conferred. ·

The curriculum in Petroleum
Engineering is designed to provide the students with a fundamental knowledge of drilling, well
completion, formation evaluation,
production engineering, reservoir
mechanics, ·oil property evaluation,
gathering, processing, and transmission of natural gas, and the
conservation of petroleum and naThe Department is housed in its tural gas reserves.
The student is trained in the
own two-stocy brick building, in
which there are five offices, two ma-thematical and applied sciences,
stockrooms, three laboratories and and in related engineering disciptwo classrooms. · The latter are lines as well, in order to provide
equipped to accommodate the size him with the background necessections usually scheduled in Pe- sary for the pursuit of Petroleum
troleum Engineering courses, and Engineering.
Completion of the degree rewith slide and movie projectors.
It is also fortunate in possessing quirements indicates that the stua small machine shop, which is dent has received and retained the
available for construction, repair basic tools essential to the carryand maintenance of laboratory ing out of assignments in production, drilling, natural gas, pipeline,
equipment. ·
reservoir, valuation and well comFacilities for the laboratory . pletion engineering. He is pre·
courses include adequate space, pared, also, for graduate study,
modern laboratory benches, and domestic and foreign employment,
continually · improving equipment or a position with any of various
for the study of rotary drilling educational and governmental
fluids, production technology, res- agencies associated with the oil inervoir mechanics and ·natural gas dustry.
technology. A gas chromatograph
In order to maintain high standhas recently been added for the ards of uniformity of curriculum,
purpose of -facilitating studies in the Department has invited the
reservoir fluid properties and the inspection of the Engineers' Councomposition of natural gases.
cil for Professional Development.

An alumnus of Oklahoma University, and the possessor of
wide industrial experience, Professor Ducker has been on the
faculty for fourteen y e a r s .
Members of his department include Associate Professor Philip Johnson and Assistant Professor Duane A. Crawford.

From this inspection provisional
accreditation has been obtained,
thus allowing the graduate ·evenually to obtain his professional
license in Petroleum Engineering.
In addition to these conventional
courses, the West Texas Oil Lifting Short Course is offered. It was
organized in January, of 1954, for
the purpose of providing men in
field operations with competent
technical and engineering instruction in the fundamentals of oil
lifting, and in new developments
involved, and fosters greater competence and decisiveness in matters pertaining to production operations.
The course, a joint effort of the
Oil Industry and the Department
staff, is a non-profit project financ-ed by registration fees and the
sale of the transactions of each
year's meeting. It is educational
and informative, and is conducted
on a classroom basis. Subject matter has gradually evolved from
field instruction to sophisticated
engineering presentation.
Two organizations are sponsored
by the Department: the local chapter of Pi Epsilon Tau, a na tiona!
honorary engineering fraternity
for Petroleum Engineers, and the
student chapter of the Society of
Petroleum Engineers of AIME.
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Textile Engineering and the
Textile Research Laboratory

". . .. and shall be a co-educational college, giving thorough
instruction in technology a n d
TEXTILE EN·G INEERING, from
which a student may reach the
highest degree of education along
the lines of manufacturing cotton,
wool, leather, and other raw rna.. ""
,
t erials p roduced m
.J. exas. . . .
Thus began Senate Bill 103,
cr-eating Texas Technolo.g ical Colleg·e. Today, many of the Texas
mills are manned, very largely, at
th~e administrativ~e and production
levels., by Textile Engineers from
Texas Tech, and their number
grows greater as increasing opportunit ies here at home pennit more
,g radua t es to return to their native
state.. Nor have their activities
been confined to this country, for
such places as Geneva, Switzerland; Paris, France:; Osaka, Japan;
Arequipa, Peru ; and cities in other
countries have felt t he influence of
.some of them who ave highly proficient in special fields. Recently
one graduate, out of college but a
few years, but very well recognized for his knowledge in a cert ain field of textiles, was flown by
a parent U. S~ company to a subsidiary in Australia t o help iron
out some technical problems. In a
matter of w~eeks these were solv·ed,
and he was able to return to his
~gular assignment .
In the Spring of 1959, a large
single floor annex was added to
t he northeast side of t he old Textile Engineering Building, and the
laboratories and offices of the Department were mov·e d into it. The
laboratories are well lighted, temperature and humidity controlled,
and allow an excellent process
flow which was not afforded by
t he original two story structure.
'The old structure was thoroughly
renovated to house the Department of Industrial Engineering
and Engine·e ring Drawing. Much
of the Engineering Math is taught
in the remodeled classrooms, and
several math offices are located in
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both the old building and the annex. .
The present Textile Engineering Laboratories are shared with
Textile Research, which is sponsored by the Cotton Research
Committee of Texas, and which
conducts special cotton research
for several private and governmental agencies on a contract
basis. Much of the return from
this work has been put back into
both new and remodeled equipment, with the result that Texas
Tech now has one of the finest
cotton spinning laboratories in the
United States.
New equipment added during
the past year has included two
new Saco-Lowell spinning frames;
a practically new roving frame,
donated by the Hartsville Mill,
which is affiliated with DeeringMilliken Corporation; a new super-high-speed Versamatic Drawing Frame; new picker parts, including two filter screens, a blending reserve, a pneumatic rack
control, an evener motion, another
picker section, and numerous new
gears, aprons, pulleys, etc.; and
new y,ear-around temperature and
humidity control equipment, to
aid in the acquisition of which The
P lains Cotton Growers, Inc., of
Lubbock, recently granted Tech
$10,000.
Today's Textile Engineer is entering an entirely different industry from that which the graduate
of twenty years ago found. A
highly advanced state of technology; a trend toward more complicated, higher speed machines; and
automation, creates a demand for
the highly skilled technologist,
who should also be proficient in
management and related subjects.
The Textile Engineering Department at Texas Tech is . anticipating the provision of the personnel
which the newly revitalized textile
industry so greatly needs; personnel excellently trained, to whom
the Industry is willing to accord
above average remuneration.

Professor L. E. Parsons, Acting
Head of the Department of
Textile Engineering, has held
this post before, as well as having been Head of the Department from 1945 to 1954. He is
ably assisted by Professor Billy
K. Power..
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Mr. Billy B. Crumley is Associate director of the Textile Research Laboratories. The staff
includes Mr. Harry E. Arthur,
Research Associate; Mr. Roy
Whitt, Textile Technologist;
and Mrs. Roy Whitt (Reva
Mille1.. Whitt) Fiber Technologist.

Data Processing Center

New on the. Campus this year
is the Data Processing Center, a
facility designed and run for the
College as a whole. While the Center possesses both analog and digital computers, primary interest
focuses upon the IBM 1620 Computer System. "On stream" is an
IBM 1620 Computer, coupled with
a 1622 card inputjoutput unit, and
a 1623 core memory device. These
are all solid state machines, and
represent all ideal nucleus with
which to start the data processing
facilities.
The 1620 · and its associated
equipment has a 60,000 position
storage or memory device, and is
capable of performing 1,780 additions and subtractions per second,
or 200 ten-digit multiplications
per second, and · is primarily de-

TO
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signed for research, engineering
and management science.
Supporting equipment consists
of an IBM 407 electronic accounting machine and 514 card reproducer; ·an 082 card sorter; and a
number of 026 card punches. All
of these are used primarily as support to the 1620 complex, although
they are capable of a number of
independent functions.
The primary pur.pose of initia ting the Center at Texas Tech was
to provide educational opportunities in the area of computer and
data processing systems, and to
contribute materially to the research efforts . of the College.
While primarily a scientific system, the 1620 complex lends itself
admirably to general purpose use.
Preparation of programs for the
1620 is simplified by IBM advanced
programming systems, an extensive library of routines and subroutines, and the 1620 Users
Group library of programs. The

PARENTS
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main use of the 1620 at Tech will
be through the FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation)
Program.
Fortran is the term applied to a
programming system which transIates a problem, expressed as a
series of algebraic statements, into a complete machine language
program, generating the step-bystep instructions necessary to the
solution of the problem. It was developed primarily for · scientific
and engineering problems and is
comprised of a number of statements which the programmer uses
for coding the problem to be
solved. A one-semester-hour course
in Fortran Programming is offered
by the Industrial Engineering Department each semester, and during both Summer terms. A num . .
ber of one-week short courses in
Fortran and Gotran have been
offered by the Center to College
faculty members and graduate students, to facilia te instructional
competence on the computers.
In addition to the 1620 complex,
the Data Processing Center also
has available the following digital
computers: a Bendix G-15; two
CRC-102-A's; and a CRC-105; and
these analog computers: a Lit ton
20/ 40; and Engineering Associates
TR-48.
The interest shown in the operation and use of the facilities of
the Center to date presage steady
growth, and it is felt that it will
be but a few years before a very
large computational facility will
be required.

programming the IBM...l620 digital computer

If your son or daughter
was graduated from Texas
Tech and this magazine is
coming to the 'home address,
please send us the proper
address so that it wi II reach
the proper person. Keeping
in touch with their College is
vital to graduates. You can
help them realize more from
their college experience by
helping us to keep their correct whereabouts in our rec-

ords.

EXYSTUDENTS ASSOCIATION
TEXAS TECH COLLEGE
LUBBOC.K, TEXAS
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Institute of Science
and Engineering
The basic concept of the Institute of Science and Engineering,
which had its inception as a .functioning body in September 1960,
was, and remains, that of an organization sufficiently dynamic.
well equipped, and flexible in its
operation to attract and retain
good staff members; to offer the
means for the accomplishment of
the ultimate in scientific and engineering research; and to augment and enhance the objectives
of the College. Such an organization, in attracting research, will be
in a position to supplement state
appropriated funds and thereby
progress far beyond that degree of
accomplishment usually made possible by the normal amounts of
funds available through legislative
appropriation.
In the technological and scientific race in which the world is
presently engaged, the United
States can no longer depend solely
upon the four-year scientist andjor

engineer for specialized research
and development. Precisely as the
lawyer or the physician is required
to attend a specialization school,
so, too, must the scientifically
trained person of today do graduate work in the field of his specialty. A graduate staff, then, and
graduate research in the physical
sciences and engineering, become
mandatory. The Institute promotes
our graduate program very effectually by encouraging research,
and by developing our staff to an
ever higher degree of excellence,
and furnishing research assistantships to graduate students.
It devolves upon forward looking
individuals, therefore, who realize
the importance of just such research to both higher education
and the national security, to assume the responsibility for its
support. In this preeminent matter
of funds,. we may report that total
contributions have amounted to
$42,000 since the Fall of 1959.

Your Best Buy is a

equipped throughout with

MODERN GAS APPLIANCES
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At the present time, the Institute
is supporting five research projects
and further plans call for the sup~
port of additional ones each succeeding year. The College has many
of the special facilities, some purchased out of State funds, which
are needed for advanced research.
We have the buildings, and we have
a nucleus of outstanding staff members. Perhaps the maximum utiliza ti.on of the research dollar ·may
be achieved here, where the potential for good research in all
phases of science and engineering
is great.
A Joint Committee from the
Board of Directors of the College
and the Foundation watches over
the general operation of the Institute. Included in the membership
of the Institute are Harvest Queen
Mill and Elevator Company, Furr
Foundation, Retha R. Martin Foundation, Lubbock National Bank'
American State Bank, Plains National Bank, First National Bank,
Citizens National Bank, Forrest
Foundation, Avalanche- Journal,
Pioneer Natural Gas, Dr. S. C. Arnett, Jr., Mr. J. F. Maddox, Clyde
Foundation, Mr. John F. Lott, Mr.
Harris F. Underwood, and West
Texas Compress and Warehouse
Company.
.
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with bill holmes
In discussing the season outlook,
Coach J T King's theory - and

Centers

Jerry Elbert,** 200, sr., C. C.
WILLIS, 191, Dennis Grimes,**
189, sr.

* * *
Texas Tech's footballers weren't

it's a good one - is to talk about
the only ones to suffer a loss durthe players who will be in uniform
ing the summer. Soph-to-be eager
-instead of those who will not.
John David Loftin of Tulia will
Right
Guards
But during the .summer there
have to stay out of school this fall
LARRY CARLISLE, 190, BUD- while recovering from that blow
was a development that came too
late for inclusion in the pre-season DY PUTTY, 216, GLEN KOCH, that damaged the vision in one
magazine forecasts, namely the 190, or BUCK WASHERLESKY, eye. Loftin, along with Glen Hallum of Brownwood a n d Harold
loss of fullback Charlie Harrison 205.
Denney of Amarillo, was considto professional baseball.
Right Tackles
ered a leading soph candidate for
Although it's hoped that the
Sonny Armtsrong, * 205, sr., Bill the 1962-63 squad.
Houston offer indicates a contrary
view, it's doubtful that the Colts Shaha,* 195, jr., JOHN McDANA little early for much basketIEL,
215,
or
REG
SCARBORneeded Charlie as badly as do the
ball talk, but here's the non-con189.
OUGH,
Red Raiders.
ference slate:
True, Texas Tech has good fullRight Ends
Dec. 1-Nebraska here, Dec. 6backs in Coolidge Hunt and H. L.
New Mexico there, Dec. 8--Florida
Larry
Jones,*
165,
sr.,
Jerry
GarDaniels, but Charlie had a knack
here , Dec. 10--Memphis State here,
of playing defense that would haye rison,** 195, sr., CHARLES GLAD- Dec. 14-Auburn there, Dec. 15guaranteed him a key role in the SON, 190, or DON BURCH, 205.
Alabama there, Dec. 18 - OklaRaiders' plans. Particularly does
Quarterbacks
homa there ' Dec. 28-Phillips OilTexa.s Tech need experienced deJohnny Lovelace** 215, sr., Rich- ers (with Harold Hudgens and
fensive players among its linemen ard Mahan,* 158, jr., Doug Can- Del Ray Mounts) here, Jan. 25 and
and linebackers. By mid-season non,* 185, jr.
26-U.C.L.A. here.
those big sophomore linemen will
have that necessary experience.
Left Halfbacks
* * *
But "mid-season" means after the ·
Getting back to football:
Bill Worley,* 160, jr., Roger
Raiders have met West Texas Gill,* 190, jr., WAYNE SCOTT,
University of Colorado, here
State and its Pistol Pete Pedro
Nov. 17, will be met for the first
160.
University of Texas, Texas A&M:
time in football. It's Dad's Day
Texas Christian, and Baylor.
Right Halfbacks
. . . First capacity crowd in the enRather than repeat the preview
C. W. Williams,** 179, sr., David Jarged Jones Stadium could easily
carried in the June issue, we'll Rankin,* 180, jr., Charles McEn- be the turnout for the University
merely list the leading candidates tire** 180, sr.
of Texas game September 29 . . . .
by position, as they'll probably line
Texas Tech has never beaten Bayup September 1.
Fullbacks
lor in Waco, will be trying for the
(.Letters won are denoted by asCoolidge ·Hunt,** 205 H. L. Dan- eighth time October 20 . . . Texas
terisks; names of sophomores are iels, 185, jr., GARY McMILLAN, Western .ran or passed the ball 67
all-capitals; weights follow each 190.
_ times, Texas Tech 66. The score?
Pl~yer's name.)
Your observer makes no guar- 61-1 in Texas Tech's favor, in 1950
Left Ends
antee that the Raiders will line up ... :Seventy-five Raiders took part
- in Texas Tech's 71-0 triumph over
David Parks,* 190·, jr., Jimmy this way against West Texas State New Mexico A&M in 1953. Bobby
September · 22. In fact, · the way
Hacker,* 165, jr., TOMMY DOYLE
Cavazos carried only twice, gained
lS5, or JERRY DON BALCH, 185: the coaches are constantly making 99· yards, scored two touchdowns.
shifts during the summer, there's
Texas Tech is being featured in
Left Tackles
no assurance that even the early
the September issue of CoaGh and
~:nnis Watkins,* 195, jr., Ken workouts will be in that order~
Athlete Magazine ... It's the secMilliken,* 190, sr., BILL MABut, at least, you have a fair
ond time the school has been high·
idea of just who will make up the lighted, the first occasion being in
LONE, 225, or STEVE TACKETT
214.
' top 33 for the 1962 season.. SoiQe
.
unlisted player .or t~o could ~~ke 1954.1
No cause for alarm. We didn't
Left Guards
a break-through by the operung
Kelly Mitchell,* 195, sr.; Robert game certainly before the midway change . ticket managers. S h e
~~st~r, * 185, jr., Richard Willis, point: (Talk about hedging! This changed her name, · to Mrs. Jim
Wright, in July.
. ~r., or JIMMY WALKER, 200. dissertation qualifies.)
.

.
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The Hitchin' Post
Joyce Carolyn Hervey to James Truman
(.bllfthlll. Will reside at 2111-B Main in
Lubbock. She will graduate from Tech and
is a member of Alpha Chi Omega. He is
attending Tech and is a member of Beta
Theta Pi.
Kay Campbell to Duane Wbitlo"'· . Will
live in Lamesa. She is a junior at Tech
and he is a graduate of Tech. He is operating Duane Whitlow Battery and Electric
at Welch.
Linda NeD Wetzel to Lt. Charles T. Draper. Will live at Selfridge Air Force Base
at Mt. Clemens, Mich. She is a graduate
and member of Delta Delta Delta. He is a
Tech graduate and member of Phi Delta
Theta.
Jackie Elizabeth Bowling to Lucius Cantrell Smith. Are living in Wichita Falls.
He has attended Te-c h.
Beverly Brummett to GarY Dale Arnold.
Will live at Dye.s s Air Force Base in Abilene~ He attended Tech.
Dottle .Jean Harrison to ·Jame.s A. Parks..
Will reside in Lubbock. She attended Tech
and he graduated from Tech.
Sharon Katbleen KoberHng to Peter
Brown Feather.. Both are students at Tech
where she is a member of Alpha Chi Omega
sorority, and he is a member and past
president of Sigma. Chi Fraternity.

Patricia Ann Squires to James Peyton
\Vagner. He is a graduate of Tech and is
attending the SMU law school. The bride
has attended Tech.
1\fary Lois Coker to Edgar Gerald Skypala. The bride has attended Tech. The
couple will live in Weatherford, Okla.
Jean Ann Hams to Larry Ellington Wood.
She was a member of Engineering Society.
He is a member of A Phi 0., and is empioyed by Richardson School District as
chief engineer of KRET-TV.
Jane Alva Hicks to Charles Ray Eatherly.
Will live at 2404 lOth, Lubbock. She is a
graduate of Tech and will teach in Lubbock. He is a graduate and a member of
Sigma Chi.
Sharyn Faye Ausmus to Jerry Claude
Webb. Will reside at 4203-9 36th, Lubbock.
Both attended Tech and he is employed at
the Lubbock Post Office.
Sue Shewmake to John Bunton. Will reside at 2808 Canton Ave., Lubbock. She is
a graduate of Tech and employed by the
Tech Placement Service. He is a junior at
Te.ch and employed by Lubbock AvalancheJ"ournal. She is a member of Sigma Kappa
and he of Sigma Chi.
Charlotte Mae Cone to Samuel Hall
Vaughter. Will reside at 2810 Russell in
Abilene. She attended Tech and is a mem-

ber of Pi Beta Phi sorority. He is a graduate of Tech and a member of Kap..Pa Sigma.
Feme Estalene Vestal to Ronald Sterling
Piret. Both are graduates of Texas Tech
where she was a member of Delta Gamma
and he Pi Kappa Alpha.
Sandra Lea Oates to John S. Walton Jr
Will re~ide at 1623 Ave. Y, Lubbock. He i~
a can~tdate for August graduation from
Tech where he is a member of Sigma Chi
and Alpha Delta Sigma.
Emma Beverly Payne to Steve Gordan
Reynolds May 19 in Abilene. He attended
Tech and is employed with Oliver Oil co
and will farm.
·
Faith ~ord to Addison Donald Ema.ry, Jr.
June 3 1n Galveston. He is a graduate of
Tech and a member of Phi Kappa Psi.
Judith Ann Barnett to James Michael Davis May 31 in Amarillo. They will reside
at 2605 22nd, Lubbock. She is a graduate
of Texas Tech. He is a senior at Tech.
Wylene 1\larie Hammer to Rufus Eugene
Dipprey, Jr. Will live in Washington, D .C.
She attended Texas Tech.
Marsha Lonell Westherly to Eddie Joe
McDonald. He attended Texas Tech.
Barbara Ann Stubblefield to D. B. Un-

(Contd. on Page 21)
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By WAYNE JAMES

Conditions have not been quite
normal for the past two months
or so on the Texas Tech Campus
as the College has had its largest
summer school enrollment in history. Summer school enrollment
set an all-time record as 4,723 students enrolled for the first term
and 3,202 for the second term.
FALL ENROLLMENT Although predicting final enrollments is akin to forecasting the
West Texas weather, many connected with registration are predicting the enrollment will pass
the 11,500 mark.
A determining factor on the fall
enrollment will be availability of
housing. All dormitory rooms have
been reserved for months. Had
there been adequate housing space,
the fall enrollment might have
reached the 13,000 mark.
At any rate the fall enrollment
will substantially pass the 10,212
mark of last fall.
~970 Although only eight
years away, present trends indicate an enrollment at Texas Tech
of 24,000 by 1970 - an increase of
140 per cent- and 28,000 by 1972.
CAMPUS STREETS - Heavy
snows and ice in recent years have
caused damage to campus streets
and drives to the point that all
those on the main Campus must be
completely reinforced or s e a I
coated. This enormous .project will
be done late this month and early
September.
.N EW DORMITORIES - Construction is well ahead of schedule
on the new $2.7 million women's
dormitory (residence hall) located
~outh of the new library, near the
Intersection of . 19th Street and
Boston Avenue. The new dorm,
which will house 808 girls, is
scheduled for completion in the
summer of 1963.
Application for a $71h million
loan has been made this summer
to the HHFA to build an additional women's dorm and a men's
dorm. The two buildings will be
constructed similar to the one now

under construction and each would
LEGISLATURE-The 20 State..
house 808 students. Plans call for Supported Institutions of Higher
their completion by August 1964.
Education are requesting $178,CHANGE IN NAME The 702,687 million appropriation from
Texas Commission on Higher General Revenue for the next biEducation has approved the chang- ennium, beginning September 1,
ing of the Geology Department 1963. This compares to an apto the Department of Geosciences. propriation of $114,548,867 for the
This departm.e nt was expanded to present biennium and $89,142,747
include an area of study with em- for the past biennium.
Of the above total, Texas Tech
phasis on the studies of underground water and majors in geo- has requested $17,470,266 for the
next biennium of the General Rechemistry and geophysics.
SCHOOL OF LAW - At a re- venue. This is compared to an apcent meeting, the College Board propriation of $11,229,606 for the
of Directors authorized a study to present biennium and $8,647,138
determine if a School of Law were for the past bienniurn.
In all probability, enrollment at
needed at the College. At an earlier meeting the Board discussed the state- supported institutions
long range plans for the College will double by 1970, and if so, the
which could also include Schools of bill to the State could easily be
400 million dollars. It is going to
Medicine and Nursing.
CANDIDATES - Three Texas take some tall doings by the ExTech graduates, Preston Smith, Students and administrations of
'34; Waggoner Carr, '40; and John the 20 schools to see that the LegC. White, '46; won the State Dem- isla ture provides the necessary
ocratic Party elections for the funds.
QUALITY OR QUANTITY? posts of lieutenant governor, attorney general and commission of ln its past two sessions, the Legisagriculture respectively and will lature has given state-support to
be the party's candidates in the Midwestern University and University of Houston, which will cost
state-wide November elections.
BASKETBALL - Texas Tech Texas tax-payers an increase of
basketball fans will get another $21 million for the next biennium.
The Commission on Higher Edopportunity next winter to see former Red Raider stars, Del Ray ucation is requesting four - year
Mounts and Harold Hudgens, in state-support for San Antonio Colaction on the local basketball lege and Pan American College.
court. Both Mounts and Hudgens Also making application for adhave signed to play with the Phil- mission to become four-year, fully
lips 66 Oilers, which will play the state- supported institutions are
Red Raiders on December 28 in Odessa College, Laredo College
and the University of San Antonio.
Lubbock.
If the trend continues, there
GRADUATION - Fred Moore,
'30, President of Mobil Oil Com- could be as many as 25 state inpany, delivered the May com- stitutions of higher education in
mencement address. The Honor- 1963 instead of the present 19. If
able George Mahon, United States so, will the Legislature cut the apRepresentative, received an hon- propriation pie into more and proorary Doctor of Laws degree at portionately smaller slices or will
it make the pie and the slices
the ceremony.
Degrees were awarded to 996 larger and thereby continue to instudents in May. This brings the crease quality as well as quantity?
TEACHING SALARIES - In
total number of degree conferred
at the College to 24,791. Approxi- 1961-62 the average budgeted
mately 500 students are scheduled teaching salary at Tech was $6,957
for nine months compared to
to graduate in August.
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other different varieties of flowers
have been set out on all parts of
the Campus.
URBANOVSKY - Elo Urbanovsky, Head of the Department of
Horticulture and Park ManageCOTTON RESEARCH Through research in light spotted ment, has been elected Internacotton at the Pilot Spinning Plant tional President of the American
at Tech an estimated $21 million Institute of Park Executives. The
was added to the cotton income of Institute has approximately 4,000
the 23 counties on the Higher members, who reside in the United
Plains area for 1960 and an addi- States, Canada and twelve foreign
countries. Urbanovsky attended
tional $40~800,000 in 1961-62.
TELEPHONES Installation the World Conference on Parks in
of approximately 3,200 phones is Europe this summer.
RESEARCH - One of the most
underway on the Tech Campus and
will be completed by the start of encouraging aspects at Texas Tech
is the increase in expenditure for
the fall semester.
This is the largest original order organized research. In 1961, 7%
ever received by Southwestern Bell of the educational and general exTelephone and the number of penditures at the College was for
phones compares to a city with a organized research. This is an inpopulation of 10,000 to 12,000. The crease from 3% in 1959. Recent
installation is requiring over 2,000 research grants will augment the
miles of wire and over 90 people 7% for the current year.
to make the installation.
COLORADO EXES Texas
When completed there will be Tech Exes living in the state of
direct on-campus dialing to each Colorado will meet on Saturday,
office and dormitory room on the September 8 at 7:00p.m. at Uncle
campus. The new telephone switch- John's Pancake House, 865 South
board will require ten operators.
Colorado Boulevard in Denver.
DORM RESERVATIONS - Re- Wayne James, Executive Director
servations for dormitory room for of the Ex-Students Association will
the school year of 1963-64 will be speak to the group on , recent deaccepted beginning October 1. Per- velopments at Texas Tech and
sons desiring reservations should plans for the future. He will show
write the Office of Room Reserva- color slides on recent Campus developments.
tions following this date.
The present 4,500 dormitory ·
BOARD APPOINTMENT. Govspaces for this fall were all re- ernor Price Daniel has. named
served by early last spring. There Charles Mathews of Dallas to the
will be dormitory space for 5,800 Texas Tech Board of Directors to
students in 1963-64 and 7,000 in replace Jim Lindsey, who resigned
19,64-65.
.
last week. Mathews, a University
LETTER-OF-INTENT - Dr. J. of Texas graduate, will serve the
William Davis, GOvernment De- remainder of Lindsey's term which
partment Head and Faculty Ath- expires February 19, 1965.
letic
. Committee Chairman, is servMathews is a former first as1ng as Chairman of a special sistant attorney general of Texas
NCAA Committee which is work- having served- for six years during
ing toward a national Letter-of- the administration of Daniel while
Intent. Already four conferences
he was the attorney general. The
Southwest, Big 8, Big 10 and th~ new board member currently is
Atlantic Coast have approved the vice president and general counsel
program in principle.
.
for Redball Motor Freight, Inc.,
STATE PARK RESEARCH Dallas. ·
The Department of Horticulture
Lindsey resigned to become diand Park Management is conduct- rector of public information at
ing a $70,000 study of the 66 000 Texas A&M College.
acres of State Park Land in Te~as ·
GREEK GRADES - Pi Beta
for the State Legislature. Th~ Phi Sorority and Sigma Chi frastudy is designed to present a ternity had the highest grade point
comprehensive master plan and averages for the spring semester
program for the State Park Pro- with 1.87 and 1.43 respectively on
gram to the year of 2001.
the three point grade scale.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS Exes
The all-College undergraduate
returning to the Campus in early average was 1.28. The sorority avOctober will be able to witness erage was 1.62 and the fraternity
11,000 yellow and white Chrysan- average was 1.33.
themum plants in bloom. The chryOther sororities and their aversanthemum plants and several ages were: Kappa Kappa Gamma,
$6,335 in 1960-61. This has been
increased to an average of $7,403
for 1962-63. Fifty new teachers
have been authorized for the next
fiscal year.
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1.74; Alpha Phi, 1.66; Phi Mu, 1.66·
Gamma Phi Beta, 1.64;Kappa AI~
pha Theta, 1.64; Delta Delta Delt~, 1.63; Alpha Chi Omega, 1.60;
Sigma Kappat 1.59; Chi Omega,
1.58; Delta Gamma, 1.45; and Zeta
Tau Alpha, 1.35.
Other fraternities and their averages were: Delta Tau Delta
1.404; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 1.40;
Alpha Tau Omega, 1.35; Phi Kappa Psi, 1.34; Sigma Nu, 1.30; Phi
Gamma Delta, 1.28; and Kappa
Sigma, 1.18.
AIR FORCE GRANT --- A grant
of .$209,000 was made to the College by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research to establish
a center for molecular research at
the College.
One major aspect of the research will be in the study of
methods by which intense heat
breaks down a special class of materials, known as coordination
compounds, some of '"'hich have
been proposed for use in space
capsules.
. TELEVISED FOOTB ..t\LL Texas Tech's slice in the televising
of three SWC football games this
fall will be $55,800.
The regionally televised games
will be the Texas and Oklahoma
game, October 13, and the SMU
and Rice game, October 20. The
Texas and Texas A&M game in
Austin on November 22 will be
televised nationally.
From television, Texas will receive $101,000; Texas A&M, $83,000; Rice, $73,000; SMl:, $73,000.
The other four schools will each
receive $55,800.
I

CHAPTER OFFICER-S -

The

first annual Ex-Student Chapter
Officers Conference is scheduled
for Saturday, Sept. 29, in the Student Union Building. The program
is designed to be of speeial help to
all chapter officers and Exes interested in organizing a chapter.
LETTERS OMITTED -

The

Letters from Our Readers column
is omitted from this issue due to
the special emphasis on engineering. However, Exes are requested
to continue to write letters on the
name change or any other subject. Such letters are an indication
of Ex-Student opinions throughout
the country and are aJv;ays wei·
corned.
THE CURRENT SCENE - If
you want to see this feature ap·
.pear in other issues, please let us
know. If a sufficient n umber of
cards or letters are received by
the Ex-Students Association, the
"Current Scene" will continue;
otherwise it will be discontinued.

n
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Hitchin Post

emortam

Two Tech students, Don Gene
Rucker, Lubbock, and James
Franklin Boyd, Ft. Worth, were
killed in an automobile accident
near Lubb~k on June 16. Both
were senior agricult~re majors
and members ot Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. Rucker was a
member of the student council.
Velma P. (Penny)" Hitt, junior
at Tech, drowned near Port Aransas on May 30. The 19-year-old
girl was qn an outing with her
mother at the time.
A sophomore elementary educati.on major, Dianne Leach, 19, was
. killed in an automobile accident
May 23. Miss Leach was on her
way home to Houston, after completing final exams at Tech.
Last rites were held in Brownfield recently for Stephen R. Lne,
Jr., Tech student. Loe was killed
when he lost control of his ·automobile on his 'Vay home from
Tech.
Funeral services were conducted
June 24 in Quitaque for James
Kent Roberts '61. Roberts died af-

(Contd. from Page 18)

ter suffering a heart attack while
participating in a softball gam-e.
Mrs. Francis Burns Hamilton '45,
died recently in a Galveston Hospital. She attended Tech before
moving to the University of Iowa
where she received her degree. Her
son, Burns Hamilton, is now a student at Te·ch.
Funeral services for Carl Elton
Hickman '56 were held in May in
Dumas. Mr. Hickman worked his
way through coll·e ge in his late
thirties and obtained his degree at
the age of 41. He was employed
with the City of Dumas in the
engineering department .
Funeral services for Guyon Dale
Wheeler, a former Texas Tech student, were held in Midland May 16.
Wheeler, a geologist in Colorado
was killed in an automobile accident near Patricia.
Clarence Symes '41 died March
25, 1961, at the age of 43. Mr.
Symes was a petroleum engineer
with Sunray D-X Oil Company in
Oklahoma City at the time of his
death.

derwood, Jr. Will reside at 2017 Willow,
Grand Prairie.
Angela Eileen Ball to Eulan Wayne Eakins. He is a graduate of Tech and is employed by the Aspermont Public Schools.
Claudette Dickerson to Richard Levy
Craig, Jr. He attended Tech and is teaching
in Littlefield schools.
Sandra Jean Gililland to James \Villlam
Cole May 24 in Ford Memorial Chapel of
Lubbock First Baptist Church. Both are
attending Tech. Mrs. Cole is employed by
the Ex-Students Association .
Linda fiay l\lauboules to John Alexander
Betts at Winnie, Texas. Mrs. Betts attended
Tech last semester and was associated with
Alpha Chi Omega. The couple will be at
home at 108 Hardy in Bryan.
Lucy Melinda Fox to Edward l\lorten
Hopkins ' 62 Tech graduate from Amarillo.
He was a member of Phi Delta Theta.
Rosalyn Rough, Delta Gamma , to l\lilton
Bryan 1\lcKee. He is student at Tech and
member of Phi Delta Theta. The couple
live in Lubbock.
Joyce Ann Redwine to Philip Surles. The
couple will be at home in Austin where he
is employed by USDA.
Jeanette Pelrsol to Raymond l\lir.hael
Barton. The bride was a member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma and the groom a member of
Kappa Sigma. Will live in Houston.
Robert Roonie Browning to Delores Ann
Carpenter. Will live in Lubbock.
Danness Hickey to Joe Allen Boyd. She
is a member of Pi Beta Phi. Will live in
Alpine.
Janis Ann Cabbell to Roy J~dwin \Vhite,
Jr. The bridegroom is a graduate of Texas
Tech and was a member of Sigma Nu.
Sandra Sears t o Albert J ohnson Behrens.
She was a member of Pi Beta Phi social
sorority.
Xan Esehle to Jon Don Pomroy. The
couple lives in Amarillo.

THE OFFICIAL CLASS RIN'G FOR

TEXAS TECHNOLOGIC.AL
COLLEGE

' •.

This handsome, richly symbolic ring was selected as
the official ring for Texas Technological College.
The quality and craftsmanship of this distinctly
beautiful ring reflect the fine traditions of the
college.

If you did not order a ring when you were in college you can still do so.
Write for a descriptive f~lder which gives finishes, stones, emblems and
prices with a co·n venient order blank attached.
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TO DOUBLE A DONATION- Is your company listed here?
Each of the 177 companies listed here is .known currently to have a ((matching gift"
program to help support higher education. The number is steadily increasing, with more
than 6 0 companies having been added within the past few months.
While individual companies may vary in the operating details of their programs, all
are essentially alike in that they match - usually dollar for dollar - the contributions of
an alumnus-employee to his college or university.
If the company for which you work is listed, be sure to notify your employer when
you make a gift to the Texas Tech Loyalty Fund. Upon making a gift, you fill in a short
form provided by your employer, who then will send an equal amount to the College.
Such programs already have been of benefit and their importance continues to grow.
If the company for which you work. is not listed, possibly it would consider establishing a matching gift program. If this is the case, you can help all colleges and universities by bringing this information to your employer's attention. Not infrequently a company
wants to help support higher education but has not decided how is best to do it. The matching gift approach certainly could be part of the answer. Through it the contribution of
each alumnus to his institution is doubled.
Aetna Life Affiliated Companies
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
American Brake Shoe Company
American Express Company
American & Foreign Power Company, Inc.
American Home Products Corporation
American Sugar Refining Company
Armstrong Cork Company
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
Atlas Rigging and Supply Company!
Bank of New York
Whitney Blake Company (The Cook Foundation)
Block Bros. Tobacco Co.
Boston Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co.
Bristol-Myers Company
Burlington Industries
Cabot Corporation
Campbell Soup Company
Canadian General Electric Company, Ltd.
Carpenter Steel Company
Carter Products, Inc.
Cerro Corporation
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chemical Bank New York Trust Company
Chicopee Manufacturing Corporation
Chilcote Company
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
Coiumbian Carbon Company
Combustion Engineering
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company
Continental Oil Company
Copley Newspapers
Com Products Company
Corning Glass Works Company
Crossett Company
Deering Milliken, Inc.
Diamond Alkali Company
Diamond Crystal Salt Company
Dow Chemical Company
Dow Coming Corporation
Draper Corporation
Wilbur B. Driver Company
Easton Car and Construction
Ebasco Services, Inc.
Electric Bond and Share Company:t
Ex-Cell-O Corporation
Fafnir Bearing Company
Ferro Corporation
Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.
E. & J. Gallo Winery
General Atronics Corporation
General Electric Company
General Foods Corporations
General Foods Limited
General Public Utilities Corporation
M. A. Gesner of IUinois
Gibbs & HiU, Inc.

Ginn and Company
Glidden Company
B. F. Goodrich Company
W. T. Grant Company
Gulf Oil Corporation
Gulf States Utilities Company
Harris-Intertype Corporation
Harsco Corporation
Hercules Cement Company
Hercules Powder Company
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hill Acme Company
Hooker Chemical Corporation
J. M. Huber Corporation
Hughes Aircraft Company
Russman Refrigerato-r Company
International Business Machines Corporation
Jefferson Mills, Incorporated:/
S. C. Johnson & Son, Incorporated
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
Kaiser Steel Corporation
Kern County Land Company
Walter Kidde & Company
Walter Kidde Constructors
Kidder, Peabody & Ca.t
Kimberly-Clark Corporation
Kingsbury Machine Tool Corporation
Koiled Kords, Inc. (The Cook Foundation)
Lehigh Portland Cement Company
H. M. Long Limited:t
Lummus Company
Lustra Plastics Corporation
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
Marine Midland Trust Company of New York
Maytag Company
·
McCormick & Co., Inc.
McGraw~Hill Publishing Company
Medusa Portland Cement Co.
Mellon National Bank and Trust Company
Merck & Company, Inc.
Metal & Thermit Corporation
Middlesex Mutual Assurance Company ·
Midland- Ross Corporation
Monticello Life Insurance Company
Morgan Engineering Company
Mutual Boiler and Machinery Insurance Company
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation
National Lead Foundation Company
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America
New England Gas and Electric Association System
New York Trap Rock Corporation
Northrop Corporation
Norton Company
John Nuveen & Company
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
Ortlw Pharmaceutical Corporation
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation

Pennsylvania Power & Light Compa!i.)'
Personal Products Corporation
Petro-Tex Chemicals Corporation
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Pitney-Bowes, Inc.
Pittsburgh National Bank
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Preformed Line Products Company
Putnam Management Company, Inc.
Quaker Chemical Products Corporatit,-'!
Ralston Purina Company
Reliable Electri~ Company (The Cook :i'oundation)
Riegel Textile Corporation
Rockwell Manufacturing Company
Rockwell-Standard Corporation
Rust Engineering Company
Schering Corporation
Scott Paper Company
Joseph E . Seagram & Sons, Inc.
Security National ·Bank.of Long IslaL]
Sealright-Oswego Falls Corporation
Selby, Battersby & Co.t
Seton Leather Company
Sharon Steel Corporation
Simmons Company
Simonds Saw and Steel Co.
Sinclair Oil Corporation
Singer Manufacturing Company
Smith Kline & French Laboratories
Smith-Lee Co., Inc.
Sperry & Hutchinson Company
Spruce Falls Power and Paper Comp; ,:ny, Ltd.
Stauffer Chemical Company
Stevens Candy Kitchens, Incorporate· :
W. H. Sweney & Co.t
TektronixJ Inc.
Tennessee Gas Transmission Compo..', \'
TextronJ Inc.
TowersJ Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Jr~. _ .
Towmotor Corporation
United Clay Mines Corp.
United States Trust Company of Ne~-: York
Varian Associates
Victaulic Company of America
Warner Brothers Company
Watkins-Johnson Company
Charles J. Webb Sons Co., Inc.
Western Publishing Company
Whirlpool Corporation
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Williams & Company
Wolverine Shoe and Tanning Corpon !ion
Worcester Pressed Steel Company
Worthington Corporation
Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
t programs are informal or limited to ·~< small
number of specific institutions

